
Affordable. 
Portable. 
Reliable. 
Ultrasound Imaging Excellence  
at the Point of Care  



Versana Active™ ultrasound system delivers the 
imaging capability of a console in a hand-carried, 
lightweight package that enables you to take your 
system to your patients, on premises or remote 
facilities. This reliable system brings the agility of a 
laptop unit with the capability of attaching to a cart, 
while being small enough to fit into tight spaces. 

Introducing 

Versana Active 



Designed with  
Efficiency in Mind: 
Advanced Ultrasound Capabilities  
by Versana ActiveTM 

Let’s reimagine the future of Ambulatory Surgery Centers (ASCs).  
As more clinical exams and procedures flow into ASCs, the demand 
for innovative, efficient, and high-quality equipment is imperative 
for the rebuilding journey. 

Keep up with the increase in patient volume by investing in a first-
class and competitively priced ultrasound imaging solution with 
GE’s Versana Active, offered exclusively by Henry Schein Medical. 



Advanced capability in a compact system, the image quality 
on Versana Active™ ranks with the best in its class. High spatial 
and contrast resolution help you clearly visualize anatomical 
structures and physiological function and make confident 
decisions at the point of care. 

Whizz one-touch dynamic image constantly optimizes image 
quality as you scan, even as you move from one organ or region 
to another. By migrating technology from across the  ultrasound 
portfolio, you get advanced capabilities from our  higher-end 
consoles in a world-class yet affordable compact.

Affordability and Dependability 
in a Compact System

The light, portable Versana Active makes exams comfortable for you 
and your patients. Perform abdominal, OB/GYN, cardiac, MSK and 
vascular exams, and more – plus needle-guidance procedures. This 
highly adaptable system lets you add a cart to create a full-featured 
console system and suit your practice needs. Fast boot-up lets you place 
the system in standby, then instantly scan the next patient who needs 
imaging. Advanced clinical applications and automated tools simplify 
exams, streamline workflow, and enable fast, high-volume scanning.

Dependable service and support for peace of mind 

GE Healthcare delivers flexible, multi-year coverage to ensure  
long life, high uptime, efficient patient throughput, and strong  
return on investment.

A Comprehensive Solution 



Expert service engineers always close by 

CrossXBeam™ and SRI-HD 
to define structure borders 
clearly of the gall bladder.

Five-year standard warranty 

Simple maintenance, troubleshooting and repair

InSite™ service technology for fast remote diagnostics 
and streamlined clinical applications support



To learn more about the services and solutions offered for ASCs 
from Henry Schein Medical, please visit HenrySchein.com/ASC.

To contact a Henry Schein Medical Sales Representative, please 
call 1-800-P.SCHEIN (1-800-772-4346)

A Superior Partner.  
A Brand You Can Trust. 

Learn more.

GE’s Versana Active is offered by Henry Schein Medical, your 
trusted advisor for developing resources and offering products 
and solutions for your rebuilding journey. 

We understand investing in your ASC requires adequate cash 
flow and an efficient workflow system. It’s time to enjoy the 
convenience of high-quality equipment at a cost-effective price. 

Improve your clinical outcomes and operational efficiency by 
ordering your equipment and supplies from a single platform. 
Streamline your ordering experience with Henry Schein Medical 
and our Surgical Solutions Specialist team of consultants.

https://www.henryschein.com/ASC

